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1. INTRODUCTION
It is a basic problem in the theory of partial differential equations when
an equation is well posed in a given domain for given conditions. In this
work we study the possible boundary values of viscosity solutions on
removable boundaries. Roughly speaking, on removable boundaries no
boundary conditions can be preassigned. On such boundaries the values of
a solution are in general determined by the boundary conditions on the
other part of the boundary and there is little information on those values.
In this paper, we are mainly interested in the situation where the values
depend only on the removable boundary itself, such removable boundaries
will be called steady boundaries. It is informative that the study of
asymptotic behavior is related to that of steady boundaries in a natural
way. To get some feeling for the subject, we present the following examples.
Example 1.1. Let Q=(&1, 1)_(0, 1). It is well known that, for the
heat equation ut&uxx=f (x, t) in Q with f (x, t) # C(Q ), one can only assign
boundary conditions on the so-called parabolic boundary pQ=[(x, 0):
x # [&1, 1]] _ [(x, t): t # (0, 1], x=&1, 1]. It can be shown by the results
in [6] that any bounded viscosity solution u # C(Q _ p Q) has a continuous
extension w on Q and w satisfies the heat equation on (&1, 1)_[1] relative
to Q in the sense of viscosity solutions.
It is not hard to believe that w(x, 1) is determined by the values of u on
the whole pQ. On the other hand, in the following example the counter-
part is only determined by u(\1, 1).
Example 1.2. Let Q be as in Example 1.1. Consider the equation
&(1&t)2 utt&uxx=f (x, t) in Q with f (x, t) # C(Q ). One also only needs
to assign boundary conditions on pQ, which is the same as that in
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Example 1.1. It can also be shown that any bounded viscosity solution
u # C(Q _ pQ) has a continuous extension w on Q and w satisfies the
equation on (&1, 1)_[1] in the sense of viscosity solutions. Moreover,
w(x, 1) is the viscosity solution to &vxx=f (x, 1) satisfying v(\1)=u(\1, 1).
Removable boundaries are related to degeneracy of elliptic equations.
The study of degenerate elliptic equations has been carried out using many
different theories, for example, the theory of distributions, Lp-spaces (see
O. A. Oleinik and E. V. Radkevic [11] and references therein) and the
theory of probability (see M. Freidlin [5] and references therein). In the
theory of viscosity solutions, the so-called generalized setting of viscosity
solutions has been introduced to handle the subtlety from the possible
existence of removable boundaries for degenerate elliptic equations, for
which we refer to H. Ishii [9] and the notes on Section 7 of User’s Guild
[3]. By now boundary value can be well understood from the stochastic
control point of view [1, 5]. Informally speaking, if the underlying con-
trolled process does not exit through a certain portion of the boundary the
equation is satisfied there, that is, this portion of the boundary is
removable; otherwise the boundary value is attained (see [1] and [5]). To
the author’s knowledge, M. G. Crandall and R. Newcomb [4] and P. E.
Souganidis [12] studied removable boundaries, which they called irrele-
vant, for first order equations. In [6, 7], Huan tries to understand the
removable boundary for second order equations under the scheme of
viscosity solutions.
This paper is organized in the following manner: in the second section
we present definitions and preliminary results, the main results are estab-
lished in the third sections and the applications to asymptotic behaviors
are given in the last section. In this paper, RN stands for the N-dimensional
Euclidean space whose inner product is denoted by ( } , } ), whose element
x is understood as a row matrix (x1 , ..., xN), and of which ei=($i1 , ..., $iN)
is the i th coordinate vector for i=1, ..., N, where $ij=1 if i=j and 0
otherwise; S(N ) for the set of N_N-symmetric matrices with the order 
that XY for X, Y # S(N ) iff ( (X&Y )(x), x) 0 for x # RN where
(X&Y )(x) means the matrix product x(X&Y); for x # RN and r>0, Br(x)
denotes the open ball [ y # RN: | y&x|<r] and B r(x) denotes the closed
ball [ y # RN: | y&x|r]; for a smooth (C2) manifold 1 in RN and x^ # 1,
Tx^1 and Nx^ 1 stand for the tangent space and the normal space at x^,
respectively, and will be viewed as subspaces of RN in the natural way; and
an m-dimensional smooth manifold 1 for 1m<N is defined as follows:
for x^ # 1, there are a ball B r(x^) and a C 2-mapping G=(Gm+1 , ..., GN) from
RN into RN&m such that 1 & B r(x^)=[x # B r(x^): G(x)=0] and the rank of
DG(x) is N&m for x # B r(x^), where DG(x) is the derivative of G(x) at x,
which is defined as an (N&m)_N-matrix whose i th row vector is the
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gradient vector DGi (x) for i=m+1, ..., N. In this paper we will not dis-
tinguish a linear transform in RN from its matrix-representation relative to
the standard basis [e1 , ..., eN].
2. PRELIMINARIES
For the history and the setting of viscosity solutions the reader may con-
sult [3 and references therein]. In this section we will only present the
material we need.
Definition 2.1. Let 1 be a nonempty subset of RN. F(x, r, p, X ) #
C(1_R_RN_S(N )) is said to be compatible (in the sense of vis-
cosity solutions) in 1 provided that the following two conditions hold:
(1) F (x, r, p, X ) 0 for some (x, r, p, X ) # 1_R_RN_S(N ) implies
that F (x, r, p + q, X + Y )  0 and (2) F (x, r, p, X )  0 for some
(x, r, p, X ) # 1_R_RN_S(N ) implies that F(x, r, p&q, X&Y )0 where
(q, Y ) # RN_S(N ) satisfying that (q, y & x) + 12 (Y( y & x), y & x) 
o( | y&x| 2) as 1 % y  x.
The compatible condition defined above is a necessary condition
for introducing viscosity solutions for a partial differential equation
F(x, u, Du, D2u)=0. This is a generalization of the well-known degenerate
elliptic condition. To understand Definition 2.1, we first recall Definition
2.2 in the User’s Guide [3] as follows.
Definition 2.2. Let 1 be a nonempty subset in RN, u # USC(1 ), and
v # LSC(1 ) and F(x, r, p, X ) # C(1_R_RN_S(N )).
(1) For x^ # 1, the superjet J 2, +1 u(x^) of u(x) at x^ on 1 is defined to
be the subset of RN_S(N ) such that ( p, X ) # J 2, +1 u(x^) iff
u(x)u(x^)+( p, x&x^) + 12 (X(x&x^), x&x^)+o( |x&x^|
2) for x # 1
(1)
and the subjet J 2, &1 v(x^) of v at x^ on 1 is defined to be equal to
&J 2, +1 (&v)(x^);
(2) u is said to be a subsolution to F(x, u, Du, D2u)=0 on 1
provided that
F(x, u(x), p, X )0 for x # 1 and ( p, X ) # J 2, +1 u(x); (2)
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(3) v is said to be a supersolution to F(x, u, Du, D2u)=0 on 1
provided that
F(x, u(x), p, X )0 for x # 1 and ( p, X ) # J 2, &1 u(x); (3)
(4) w # C(1 ) is said to be a solution to F(x, u, Du, D2u)=0 on 1
provided that w is both a subsolution and a supersolution to
F(x, u, Du, D2u)=0 on 1.
A routine argument can show that ( p, X ) # J 2, +1 u(x^) iff ( p, X )=
(D,(x^), D2,(x^)) for some ,(x) # C 2(Br(x^)) satisfying u(x)&,(x)<
u(x^)&,(x^) for x # 1 & Br(x^)"[x^] and ( p, X ) # J 2, &1 u(x^) iff ( p, X )=
(D,(x^), D2,(x^)) for some ,(x) # C 2(Br(x^)) satisfying u(x)&,(x)>
u(x^)&,(x^) for x # 1 & Br(x^)"[x^]. In the discussion below, we will employ
these descriptions without any specific statement.
If we denote the zero function by Z(x), it is easy to verify that, for any
real-valued function u(x) on 1/RN, J 2, +1 u(x^)=J
2, +
1 u(x^)+J
2, +
1 Z(x^) and
J2, &1 u(x^)=J
2, &
1 u(x^)+J
2, &
1 Z(x^) for x^ # 1, which shows the necessity to
introduce Definition 2.1. In general, it is hard to know the structure of
J2, \1 Z(x), while, for the case that 1 is a smooth manifold, J
2, \
1 Z(x) can
be calculated in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let 1/RN be an m-dimensional smooth manifold. Then, for
x^ # 1, ( p, X) # J 2, +1 Z(x^) iff there are * # R such that p=*n(x^) and
X=X0&*Q(x^, n(x^))+X1 , where 0X0 # S(N ), n(x^) is a unit normal to 1
at x^, Q(x^, n(x^)) is the second fundamental form of 1 at x^ with respect to
n(x^), and X1 # S(N ) naturally defines a linear transformation in RN mapping
Tx^1 into Nx^ 1.
Proof. Assume that ( p, X) # J 2, +1 Z(x^). We have
( p, x&x^)+ 12 (X(x&x^), x&x^) o( |x&x^|
2) for x # 1. (4)
For any e # Tx^1, there exist [xk]/1"[x^] such that (x&x^)|x&x^|  e
as k  . (4) implies that ( p, e) 0, that is, p # Nx^1, and then
p = Ni=m+1 *in i (x^), where *i # R and ni (x) = DGi (x^)|DGi (x^)| for
i=m+1, ..., N. Let us write *=| p| and n(x^)=p| p| if p is not zero. For
any x # 1 and i=m+1, ..., N, we have
(DGi (x^), x&x^) + 12 (D
2Gi (x^)(x&x^), x&x^)=o( |x&x^| 2).
Thus, for x # 1,
( p, x&x^)=&
1
2
:
N
i=m+1 
*i
|DGi (x^)|
D2Gi (x^)(x&x^), x&x^+o( |x&x^| 2)
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so that (4) possesses the form
\X& :
N
i=m+1
*i
|DGi (x^)|
D2Gi (x^)+ (x&x^), x&x^o( |x&x^| 2) for x # 1,
which implies that
P(x^)(X&*G1 (x^, n(x^))) P(x^)0,
where *G1 (x^, n(x^))=Ni=m+1 *iD
2Gi (x^)|DGi (x^)| and P(x^) is the projec-
tion of RN onto Tx^1. Without loss of generality, assume that | p|=*>0.
The the second fundamental form of 1 at x^ with respect to n(x^) is given
by
Q(x^, n(x^))=&
1
*
:
N
i=m+1
*i
|DGi (x^)|
P(x^) D2Gi (x^) P(x^).
Write X0=P(x^) XP(x^)+*Q(x^, n(x^)). We have X=X0&*Q(x^, n(x^))+X1
with X1=(I&P(x^)) X+X(I&P(x^))&(I&P(x^)) X(I&P(x^)), where I is
the identity mapping in RN. It is clear that X1 # S(N ) and X1(Tx^1 )/Nx^1.
Now let us assume that p=*n(x^) # Nx^1 and X=X0&*Q(x^, n(x^))+X1
with X00 and X1(Tx^1 )/Nx^1. Then, for x # 1,
( p, x&x^)+ 12 (X(x&x^), x&x^)
*( (G1 (x^, n(x^))&Q(x^, n(x^))(x&x^), x&x^)
+(X1(x&x^), x&x^) +o( |x&x^| 2)=o( |x&x^| 2),
which means that ( p, X) # J 2, +1 Z(x^). K
Based on Lemma 2.1, we have the following characterization for equa-
tions compatible on an m-dimensional smooth manifold 1. To shorten the
statement of the theorem below, we summarize some terminologies and
notations as follows. For x^ # 1, we say that Br(x^) satisfies (A) if there is a
permutation [xi1 , ..., xiN ] of [x1 , ..., xN] such that
(Gm+1, ..., GN)
(xim+1 , ..., xiN )
>0;
T(x), defined by Tik(x)=xik for k=1, ..., m and Tik(x)=Gk(x) for
k=m+1, ..., N, defines a C2-diffeomorphism from Br(x^) to T(Br(x^)), and
there is a C2-mapping ,( y)=(,im+1 ( y), ..., ,iN( y)) from Py(Br(x^) & 1 ) into
RN&m such that
1 & Br(x^)=[x # Br(x^): x=y+,( y) for y # Py(Br(x^) & 1)],
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where y=mk=1 xik e ik , ,( y)=
N
k=m+1 ,ik( y)eik and Py is the projection of
RN onto the (xi1 , ..., xim)-coordinate hyperplane.
Theorem 2.1. Let 1 be an m-dimensional smooth manifold and let
F(x, r, p, X ) be compatible on 1. Then, for x^ # 1, there is a ball Br(x^)
satisfying (A) such that u is a subsolution (supersolution) of
F(x, u, Du, D2u)=0 in Br(x^) & 1 iff v( y )=u(S( y )) is a subsolution (super-
solution) of F (S( y ), v( y ), dyu(S( y )), d 2y u(S( y )))=0 in Py(Br(x^) & 1 ),
where S=T&1, dyu(S( y )=dyu( y+,( y ))=Py(Dy w(x))| z=0 and
d 2yu(S( y ))=d
2
yu( y+,( y ))=PyD
2w(x)| z=0 Py
in which w(x)=u(x+,( y )) and z=x&y.
Proof. We only have to study the case for subsolutions. For the sim-
plicity of notations, we assume that xik=xk for k=1, ..., N and write
x=( y, z) instead of x=y+z with y=(x1 , ..., xm) and z=(xm+1 , ..., xN).
By (A), T(x)=( y, G(x)) defines a C2-diffeomorphism on Br(x^) and there
is a unique C2-function , on 0y=Py(Br(x^) & 1 ) into RN&m such that
Br(x^) & 1=[( y, ,( y)): y # 0y].
Let u # USC(Br(x^) & 1 ) be a subsolution of F(x, u, Du, D2u)=0 in
Br(x^) & 1. Define v(!)=u(S(’, ‘)) on T(Br(x^) & 1 ) where !=(’, ‘),
’=(!1 , ..., !m) and ‘=(!m+1 , ..., ‘N) on T(Br(x^) & 1). We will write
D=\ x1 , ...,

xN+ , Dy=\

x1
, ...,

xm+
and
d=\ !1 , ...,

!N+ , d’=\

!1
, ...,

!m+ .
Let u&_ has a local maximum at a=(b, c) # Br(x^) & 1 for a C2-function
_(x) in Br(x^). Then v&{ possesses a local maximum at :=(b, 0) #
T(Br(x^) & 1) for {(!)=_(S(!)). We have D_=d{ DT and
D2_=(DT )* d 2{ DT+ :
N
k=m+1
{
!k
D2Gk where DT=\
e1
} } }
em
DG+ .
Setting
X1=(DT&Py)* d 2{(DT&Py)+(DT&Py)* d 2{Py+Py d 2{(DT&Py)
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and d 2s { = Py d
2{ Py , we have, for any t(a) # Ta1, X1(t(a)) =
Ni=m+1 +i DGi (a) # Na1. Then, by Definition 2.1 and Lemma 2.1,
F(a, u(a), D_(a), D2_(a))0 iff
F(b, ,(b), v(b, 0), d’ {(b, 0), d 2’{(b, 0))0,
that is,
F(b, ,(b), u(b, ,(b)), dy _(b, ,(b)), d 2y _(b, ,(b)))0,
where
dy_(b, ,(b))=Py(Dy_( y, z+,( y))| y=b, z=0)
and
d 2y_(b, ,(b))=Py(D
2u( y, z+,( y ))|y=b, z=0) Py . K
Theorem 2.1 suggests that the analogous results on the comparison and
the existence for boundary value problems in a region on a smooth
manifold can be established by applying localized arguments, referring to
[7, 10], and borrowing the arguments from those in flat regions, which we
leave to the reader. To formulate our main result, we need more definitions.
Definition 2.3. (1) Let F(x, r, p, X) be a continuous function defined
in 0 _R_RN_S(N ), x^ # 0 and \k(x) # C 2(Br(x^) & 0) for k=1, ..., h and
some r>0. F(x, r, p, X ) is said to be of Bellman type at x^ with respect to
\k(x)’s, provided that
F(x, r, p, X)&F \x, r, p+ :
h
k=1
*k D\k(x), X+ :
h
k=1
*kD2\k(x)+
 :
h
k=1
*k Sk(x, &D\k(x), &D2\k(x)),
for nonnegative parameters *1 , ..., *h , where Sk(x, p, X ) # C(Br(x^) &
0_RN_S(N )) for k=1, ..., h.
(2) x^ # 0 is called removable if, for any subsolution u and any
supersolution v of F(x, w, Dw, D2w)=0 in 0, it holds that
F(x^, u(x^), p, X )0 for ( p, X ) # J 2, +0 u(x^)
and
F(x^, v(x^), p, X )0 for ( p, X ) # J 2, &0 v(x^)
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if u(x^)=lim sup0 % x  x^ u(x) and v(x^)=lim inf0 % x  x^ v(x). The set of
removable boundary points rm 0 of 0 is called the removable boundary of
0 with respect to F(x, u, Du, D2u)=0.
(3) x^ # 0 is called steady if for any subsolution u and any supersolu-
tion v of F(x, w, Dw, D2w)=0 in 0 it holds that
F(x^, u(x^), p, X )0 for ( p, X ) # J 2, +0 u(x^)
and
F(x^, v(x^), p, X )0 for ( p, X ) # J 2, &0 v(x^)
if u(x^)=lim sup0 % x  x^ u(x) and v(x^)=lim inf0 % x  x^ v(x). The set of
steady boundary points st0 of 0 is called the steady boundary of 0 with
respect to F(x, u, Du, D2u)=0.
In the studying of asymptotic behavior, we have to generalize the con-
cept of viscosity solution to a boundary value problem in the form of the
definition below.
Definition 2.4. Let 0/RN be an open domain, N0 and D0 be dis-
joint subsets of the boundary 0, F(x, r, p, X ) # C(0 _R_RN_S(N )),
B(x, r, p) # C(N0_R_RN ) and ,(x) # C(D 0).
(1) u # USC(0 ) is said to be a subsolution in the generalized sense to
the boundary value problem
F(x, w, Dw, D2w)=0 in 0
{B(x, w, Dw)=0 on N0 (5)w(x)=,(x) in D0.
provided that
(i) for x # 0 satisfying that there is r>0 such that
Br(x) & (D0 _ N0)=<, F(x, u(x), p, X )0 for ( p, X ) # J 2, +0 u(x);
(ii) for x # 0 satisfying that there is r0>0 such that
Br0(x) & D0=< and Br(x) & N 0 is nonempty for any r>0,
min[F(x, u(x), p, X ), B(x, u(x), p)]0
for ( p, X ) # J 2, +0 u(x);
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(iii) for x # 0 satisfying that there is r0>0 such that
Br0(x) & N0=< and Br(x) & D 0 is nonempty for any r>0,
min[F(x, u(x), p, X ), u(x)&,(x)]0
for ( p, X ) # J 2, +0 u(x);
(iv) for x # 0 satisfying that, for any r>0, both Br(x) & N0 and
Br(x) & D0 are nonempty,
min[F(x, u(x), p, X ), B(x, u(x), p), u(x)&,(x)]0
for ( p, X ) # J 2, +0 u(x).
(2) v # LSC(0 ) is said to be a supersolution in the generalized sense
to (5) provided that
(i) for x # 0 satisfying that there is r>0 such that
Br(x) & (D0 _ N0)=<, F(x, v(x), p, X)0 for ( p, X ) # J 2, &0 v(x);
(ii) for x # 0 satisfying that there is r0>0 such that
Br0(x) & D0=< and Br(x) & N 0 is nonempty for any r>0,
max[F(x, v(x), p, X ), B(x, v(x), p)]0
for ( p, X ) # J 2, &0 v(x);
(iii) for x # 0 satisfying that there is r0>0 such that
Br0(x) & N0=< and Br(x) & D 0 is nonempty for any r>0,
max[F(x, v(x), p, X ), v(x)&,(x)]0
for ( p, X ) # J 2, &0 v(x),
(iv) for x # 0 satisfying that, for any r>0, both Br(x) & N0 and
Br(x) & D0 are nonempty,
max[F(x, v(x), p, X ), B(x, v(x), p), v(x)&,(x)]0
for ( p, X ) # J 2, &0 v(x).
(3) u # C(0 ) is said to be a solution in the generalized sense to (5)
if u is both a subsolution and supersolution to (5).
Under certain condition and for some type of equations, the above
generalized sense is equivalent to the ordinary sense, see [1, 8]. In par-
ticular, the claims in all the examples in this paper hold in ordinary sense.
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3. MAIN RESULTS
Our main result is the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Let F(x, r, p, X ) be of Bellman type at x^ # 0 with
respect to C2(0 & B r(x^)) functions \(x) and h(x), where \(x) satis-
fies S1(x, &D\(x), &D2\(x))  C1\(x), \(x)  0 in 0 & B r(x^) and
lim0 % y  x \( y) =  for x # 0 & B r(x^), and h(x) # C(B r(x^) & 0 )
satisfies S2(x, &Dh(x), &D2h(x))C2h(x), h(x)=0 for x # B r(x^) & 0
and h(x)>0 for x # B r(x^) & 0. Then, for any subsolution u # USC(0 )
and supersolution v # LSC(0 ), ub(x)=lim sup0 % y  x u( y) and vb(x)=
lim inf0 % y  x v( y) are subsolution and supersolution of F(x, w(x), Dw(x),
D2w(x))=0 in Br(x^) & 0, respectively.
Proof. We only need to study the case of subsolutions. Assume that
u # USC(0 ) is a subsolution and satisfies that u(x)=ub(x) in Br(x^) & 0.
Let u&, assume a local strict maximum at y^ # B r(x^) & 0 relative to
B r(x^) & 0 for some ,(x) # C2(B r(x^)), that is, u(x)&,(x)<u( y^ )&,( y^ ) for
x # (B r(x^) & B _(y^) & 0)"[ y^] for some _>0. We can choose _ small
enough so that B _( y^ )/B r(x^). To show that F( y^, u( y^ ), D,( y^), D2,( y^ ))
0, we maximize u(x)&,(x)&=\(x)&:h(x) on B _( y^ ) & 0 for positive
parameters = and :. It is clear that there is x=,: # B _( y^ ) & 0 such that
u(x=, :)&,(x=, :)&=\(x=, :)&:h(h=,:)
=max[u(x)&,(x)&=\(x)&:h(x): x # B _( y^) & 0].
We claim that
lim
= a 0, :  
x=, :=y^,
lim
= a 0, :  
u(x=, :)=u(y^)
(6)
lim
:  
lim sup
= a 0
(=\(x=, :)+:h(x=, :))=0.
and
Let us first assume that (6) holds. Then x=, : # B_( y^ ) & 0 for = small
enough and : big enough, we have
F(x=, : , u(x=, :), D,(x=, :), D2,(x=, :))
=S1(x=, : , &D\(x=, :), &D2\(x=, :))+:S2(x=, : , &Dh(x=, :), &D2h(x=, :))
C1=\(x=, :)+C2:h(x=, :).
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Noting that
F( y^, u( y^ ), D,( y^ ), D2,( y^ ))= lim
= a 0, :  
F(x=, : , u(x=, :), D,(x=, :), D2,(x=, :)),
we have
F( y^, u( y^), D,( y^ ), D2,( y^ ))
= lim
:  
lim sup
= a 0
F(x=, : , u(x=, :), D,(x=, :), D2,(x=, :))
 lim
:  
lim sup
= a 0
(C1 =\(x=, :)+C2:h(x=, :))=0.
Now let us turn to the proof of (6). Let x0 be a limit point of [x=, :] as
= a 0 and :  , that is, there is a subsequence of [x=, :], still denoted by
[x=, :], x=, :  x0 as = a 0 and :  . Since u(y^)=lim sup0 % x  y^ u(x), we
can choose [xk]k=1/B _( y^ ) & 0 satisfying xk  y^ and u(xk)  u( y^ ) as
k  . Therefore, for k=1, 2, ...,
u(x=, :)&,(x=, :)&=\(x=, :)&:h(x=, :)u(xk)&,(xk)&=\(xk)&:h(xk).
Taking superlimit as = a 0 first and then setting k  , we have
lim sup
= a 0
(u(x=, :)&,(x=, :))u( y^ )&,( y^)+lim sup
= a 0
(=\(x=, :)+:h(x=, :)).
Then, by setting :  , we see that
lim sup
:  
lim sup
= a 0
(u(x=, :)&,(x=, :))
u( y^ )&,( y^ )+lim sup
:  
lim sup
= a 0
(=\(x=, :)+:h(x=, :)).
Noting that
lim sup
= a 0 :  
(u(x=, :)&,(x=, :))lim sup
:  
lim sup
= a 0
(u(x=, :)&,(x=, :)),
we have, therefore,
u(x0)&,(x0)u( y^)&,( y^ )+lim sup
:  
lim sup
= a 0
(=\(x=, :)+:h(x=, :)),
which implies x0 # 0 & B _( y^ ) and then (6) follows. K
It is clear that Br(x^) & 0/st 0 holds in Theorem 3.1. To see the rela-
tions among steady boundaries, removable boundaries, and nonremovable
boundaries, let us observe the following examples.
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Example 3.1. Let 0=(0, 1)_(&1, 1), p0=0"([1]_(&1, 1)) and
0 0=[1]_(&1, 1). It is clear that 00=rm0 relative to the equation
a(t) ut&uxx=f (x, t) in 0 for any a(t) # C[0, 1] satisfying a(t)>0 for
t # [0, 1).
The necessary and sufficient condition for 0 0 = st0 is that
10 dta(t)=.
The sufficiency follows by setting \(x, t)=t0 dsa(s) and h(x, t)=
exp[&t0 dsa(s)] with Si (x, t, Dw, D
2w)=&a(t) wt for i=1, 2.
For the necessity, we consider the case that 10 dta(t)<. After a change
of variables for t : {=T(t)=t0 dsa(s). Then, u(x, t) solves a(t) ut&uxx=
f (x, t) in (&1, 1)_(0, 1) iff v(x, {) = u(x, T &1(t)) solves v{ & vxx =
f (x, T &1({)) in (&1, 1)_(0, {0) where {0=10 dsa(s). It is clear that v(x, {0),
that is, u(x, 1) cannot always solves &uxx=f (x, 1) in (&1, 1). Otherwise,
any solution to vt&vxx=0 in (&1, 1)_(0, {0) satisfying v(\1, {0)=0
must be identically equal to zero. K
The following example shows another feature.
Example 3.2. Let u(x, t) # C([&1, 1]_[0, 1)) be a bounded solution
to &a(t) utt&uxx=f (x, t) in (&1, 1)_(0, 1) for f (x, t) # C([&1, 1]_
[0, 1]) such that limt  1 u(&1, t) and limt  1 u(1, t) exist, where
a(t) # C[0, 1] satisfies a(t)>0 for x # [0, 1). Then u(x, t) has a unique con-
tinuous extension to [&1, 1]_[0, 1] and u(x, 1) is the solution to
&wxx(x)=f (x, 1) in (&1, 1) provided that 10 ds 
s
0 dta(t)=.
To see that, we set \(t)=t0 ds 
s
0 dra(r) which satisfying \(x, 1
&)=
and set h(t) to be the C2(0, 1] & C[0, 1]-solution to the boundary value
problem &a(t) h"(t)+h(t)=0 in (0, 1) with h(0)=1 and h(1)=0, the
existence of which follows from [2]. It is clear that h(t)>0 for t # [0, 1).
Setting Si (x, t, Dw, D2w)=&a(t)wtt for i=1, 2, we have
S1(x, t, &D\(t), &D2\(t))=1 and S2(x, t, &Dh(t), D2h(t))=h(t).
By Theorem 3.1 and the comparison to the Dirichlet problem of
&w"(x)=f (x, 1) in (&1, 1), we have the claim at the beginning.
On the other hand, if 10 ds 
s
0 dta(t)<, the Dirichlet problem
{&a(t) utt&uxx=f (x, t)u(x, t)=,(x, t)
in 0=(&1, 1)_(0, 1),
on 0.
(7)
is always uniquely solvable for ,(x, t) # C(0). To see that, we only need
to mention that \(t)=1t ds 
s
0 dra(r) satisfying \(1)=0, \(t)>0 for
t # [0, 1) and &a(t) \"(t)=1 is a quasibarrier to (7) on [&1, 1]_[1],
cf. [6]. K
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4. APPLICATIONS
In this section we present the applications of Theorem 3.1 on studying
asymptotic behaviors. The motivation can be obtain from Example 3.1. To
see that, we formulate the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. Let 0/RN be an open domain, f (x, t) # C(0 _
[0, )), ,(x, t) # C(0_(0, )) and u(x, t) be a bounded solution to
{ut&2u=f (x, t)u(x, t)=,(x, t)
in 0_(0, )
in 0_(0, ).
(8)
Assume g(x)=limt   f (x, t) uniformly on 0 . Then
w&(x)= lim sup
0 % y  x, t  
u(x, t)
is a subsolution and
w+(x)= lim inf
0 % y  x, t  
u(x, t)
for x # 0 is a supersolution to &2w(x)=g(x) in 0. In particular, if
limt   ,(x, t) has a uniform limit (x) on 0 and 0 is a bounded C 2-
domain, w(x)=w+(x)=w&(x) is a solution to &2w(x)=g(x) in 0 and
w(x)=(x) for x # 0.
Proof. For convenience, assume that 0 is bounded. Let a(t) # C[0, 1]
satisfying a(t)>0 for t # [0, 1) and 10 dta(t)=. After the change of
variables x=x and t=T({)={0 dsa(s). Denoting v(x, {)=u(x, T({)),
8(x, {)=,(x, T({)) and F(x, {)=f (x, T({)), we have that v(x, {) is a solu-
tion to the boundary value problem
{a({) v{&2v=F(x, {)v(x, {)=8(x, {)
in 0_(0, 1)
in 0_(0, 1).
The arguments in Example 3.1 imply the conclusions except that
w+(x)=w&(x)=(x) on 0. Instead, on 0, we have
min[&2w&(x)&g(x), w&(x)&(x)]0
and
max[&2w+(x)&g(x), w+(x)&(x)]0,
which imply that w&(x)(x) and w+(x)(x) on 0. To see that, let
us show that w&(x)(x) on 0, we argue by contradiction (see [1]).
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Assume that w&(x^)>(x^) for some x^ # 0. We maximize the following
function w&(x)&:2 |x&x^| 2&:2(2&:d(x)) d(x) on 0:=[x # 0 : max[d(x),
|x&x^|]1:] with :=1, 2, ..., where d(x)=dist[x, 0] for x # 0 .
The C2-ness of 0 implies that d(x) # C2(0:) and |Dd(x)|=1 for x # 0:
when : is large enough. Let [x:] be the maximizing sequence for
w&(x)&:2 |x&x^| 2&:2(2&:d(x)) d(x) on 0: . The standard argument
shows that
: |x:&x^|  0, :2d(x:)  0 and w&(x:)  w&(x^) as :  .
Thus, max[d(x:), |x&x^|]<1: for : sufficiently large. If x: # 0 for some
:’s, the continuity of (x) and w&(x^)>,(x^) imply that w&(x:)>(x:) for
: big enough whenever x: # 0. Therefore, we have
2:3(1+d(x:) 2d(x:))&2:2(N+2d(x:))&g(x:)0
which results in a contradiction as :  . A similar argument shows that
w+(x)(x) for x # 0. K
Take a careful look at the arguments in Example 3.1. We do not need
to make the change of variables; a general result can be formulated as
follows.
Proposition 4.2. Let u # C(Q ) be a bounded viscosity solution on
Q=0_(0, ) for an open domain 0/RN to the boundary value problem
ut+F(x, t, u, Du, D2u)=0 in Q,
{&(x, t) ut+B(x, t, u, Du)=0 on N0_(0, ), (9)u(x, t)=g(x, t) on D0_(0, ),
in the generalized sense, where &(x, t) # C(N0_[0, )) is bounded. Assume
that F(x, t, r, p, X) converges to F0(x, r, p, X ) uniformly on compact subsets
of 0 _R_RN_S(N ) as t  , and B(x, t, r, p) converges to B0(x, r, p)
uniformly on compact subsets of N 0_R_RN as t  . Furthermore,
assume that g(x, t) converges uniformly to g0(x) on compact subsets of D0
as t  . Then, u&(x)=lim sup0 % x, t   u( y, t) is a subsolution to
F0(x, u, Du, D2u)=0 in 0,
{B0(x, u, Du)=0 on N0, (10)u=g0 on D0,
and u+(x)=lim inf0 % y  x, t   u(x, t) is a supersolution to (10) in the
generalized sense.
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Outline of the Proof. Set \(x, t)=t and h(x, t)=e&t. As in the proof
of Theorem 3.1, we only consider the proof for u&(x). Assume that
u&(x)&,(x) assume a strict maximum at x^ # 0 in B r(x^) & 0 for some
r>0. Then, for :>0 and =>0, maximizing u(x, t)&,(x)&:e&t&=t on
(B r(x^) & 0 )_[1, ) and assuming that (x=, : , t=, :) is a maximizing point,
we have
lim
= a 0, :  
(x=, : , t=, :)=(x^, ), lim
= a 0, :  
u(x=, : , t=, :)=u&(x^) (11)
and
lim
:  
lim sup
= a 0
(:e&t=,:+=t=, :)=0. (12)
If x^ # 0 "[N 0 _ D 0], we have
F(x=, : , t=, : , u(x=, : , t=, :), D,(x=, :), D2,(x=, :))&=+:e&t=,:,
which implies that F0(x^, u&(x^), D,(x^), D2,(x^))0.
If x^ # 0 and there is r0>0 such that Br0(x) & D 0=< and
Br(x) & N0 is nonempty for any r>0, we will have either there is a sub-
sequence of [x=, :] contained in N0, or there is one contained in
0 "[N0 _ D 0], which implies that
min[F0(x^, u(x^), D,(x^), D2,(x^)], B0(x^, u(x^), D,(x^))]0.
Similarly, we can verify the other two cases in Definition 2.4. K
If we replace ut in (9) by &utt , a result similar to Proposition 4.2 can
be established by using the same \(x, t) and h(x, t) as in the above proof.
Using a similar idea, we can consider the behavior of a bounded solution
in RN to F(u, Du, D2u)=f (x) as |x|  .
Proposition 4.3. Let u # C(RN ) be a bounded solution to F(u, Du, D2u)
= f (x) in RN. Denote u+= lim sup|x|   u(x), u&=lim inf |x|   u(x),
f += lim sup|x|   f (x), and f &= lim inf |x|   f (x). Then we have
F(u+, 0, 0) f + and F(u&, 0, 0)f &.
Proof. Maximize u(x)&= |x|&:e |x| for =>0 and :>0 and the rest as
in the proof of Theorem 3.1. K
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